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A 2:rr STERADIAN MAGNETIC SPSCTROMETER* 

John F. McReynolds, David Newton,+ and w. A. Wenzel 

Lawrence Radiation Laboratory 
University of California 

Berkeley, California 

April 22, 1971 

ABSTRACT 

The magnetic properties of a 2:rr steradian 

spectrometer used in the study of K+ decays at rest 

are described. Charged particles emitted from the 

axis of a cylindrically symmetric field are focussed 

back to the axis after one nearly circular orbit. The 

field has been shaped to give small spherical aberra

tion and a relatively small overall chromatic aberra

tion for ~o~enta in a ten percent momentum range. 

Other possible experiments are described. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Magnetic spectrometers as used in the studies of nuclear ~ecay 

have been reviewed by Siegbahn. 1 These devices differ in several 

important respects from spectrometers ~rdinarily used in high energy 

physics. Because of the liffiited strength of magnetic fields, the 

deflections tend to be less at h~gn' energ~es. Th ~ ~ e source is usually 

extended in three dimensions at high energies; in contrast a (solid) 

source of lo1f energy f)-rays must 'be in the form of a thin surface. 

The momenta of nuclear f)-rays are spread over broad spectra, which are 

themselves !llocttcrs of great interest; the decay of an elementary 

part ~-cle ~ay invol--re only tv:o secondaries: which are therefore mono-

energetic if the decay occurs at rest. Because of their relatively 
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greater penetrating po~er, charged high energy secondaries may be 

exposed to more extensive measurements using relatively sophisticated 

detectors. In this way the particles can be identified and good momen-

tum measurements can be made even in "bad geometry" experiments. 

The spectrometer discussed bere213 bas some characteristics of the 

more conventional devices used in both high energy and nuclear spectres-

copy. Particles emitted on or near the axis and plane of symmetry of 

the cylindrically symmetric magnetic field are trapped within the field 

and focussed so that they return to or near the center of the magnet. 

As will be sho'm it is possible to shape the field so that monoenergetic 

particles from a point source are focussed into a small image whose size 

is determined by spherical aberrations. Alternatively it is possible to 

shape the field to obtain a small chromatic aberration (or final disper-

sion) for particles in a limited (about ten percent) momentum range. In 

making use of this property the distinction bet-.-reen the techniques of 

low and high energy spectroscopy are especially relevant. In nuclear 

spectroscopy a large final dispersion is usually essential for good 

resolution. For higher energy particles a small final dispersion is 

useful because a small detector can be used to trigger a more elaborate 

detection system (e.g., spark chambers) to measure the orbits at large 

radii, where the dispersion is maximum. 

' 
The present spectrometer w~s designed for an experiment' to measu~e 

+ + 
the branching ratio for the decay K -+ e + v. Because this ratio is of 

-5 order -10 a large solid angle was essential to a good event rate. At 

the same time, bo;;·ever, rejection of background demanded both good 

~omentum resolution and the use of selective charged particle detectors. 

Figures L<\ ar~d lB sho·..r the experimental 2.rrange:r.ent. _ + 
K mesons o:::' about 

0.5 GeV/c entered along the axis of symmetry, were slo..red in a beryllium 
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or copper degrader, and stopped in a plastic target located within a 

gas Cherenkov counter. Secondaries were detectedin scintillation 

counter hodoscopes, and orbits were·measured using the various spark 

chambers.· The lead cylinder terminated each ·orbit after a single pass. 

A more detailed description of the experiment and uf the detection 

apparatus is provi~ed elsewhere. 3 This paper is intended to describe 

' 
the.properties of the spectrometer, to discuss a mathematical method for 

calculating field shapes which minimize aberrations:, and to present other 

possible experimental arrangements utilizing such field shapes. 

II. ORBITS . IN CYLINDRICALLY SYMMETRIC MAGNETIC FIELDS 

The general properties of cylindrically symmetric magnetic fields 

are well known. In cylindrical coordinates r, e, z, where z is the axis 

of symmetry, Maxwell's equations give 

dB dB r z 
dz =dr 0 (1) and 

and the field. components may be defined in terms of the only non-zero 

component .(e component) of the magnetic vector potential by 

rB = ~ (rA) and rB r oz z 
d 

= dr (rA) (2) 

The field lines lie in surfaces of constant~ (~ = rA), which are there-

fore orthogonal to-surfaces of constant magnetic scalar potential¢. 

The equations of motion for a particle of charge e (esu) and mass m 

are 

.r- rl -e e ~ -r dr me (3) 

~· 
-e .(:l:p 
me e"dz ( 4) 

d 2• e d:P 
dt (mr e) =- dt c (5) 

The last equaticr! shows that the change in angular momentmn of a particle 
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between two points on its orbit is proportional to the ch~nge in the 

value of~ between those two points. Thus if a particle starts from the 

axis its angular momentum can ~gain return to zero only if it passes 

through the axis again. Alternatively, the angular mc;-:-:c::-c,,;:n may ir1crease 

monotonically, e.g., the spiral orbit spectrometer.(4,S) 

If the particle does start on the axis, (5) giver 

re = ;:_ A 
me or 

Substituting for e in (3) and 

2 dA2 
r e 

=- 2m2c2 dr 

and 
2 dA2 e z 

= - 2m2c2 dz 

(4) gives 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

as given' by Spinel and Grois.( 6) The motion may therefore be described 

as taking place in a rotating r, z plane. In this plane there is an 

2 effective potential proportional to A , and the rotation of this plane 

is such as to keep the angular momentum proportional to rA. 

The linear momentum and the velocity v of the particle remain 

constant, where 

(9) 

Hence the maximum possible value of A is attained if r2 + z2 0 1 ani 

is given b?' 

A = ~ = ( Bp) ( 10) 
e 

where (Bp) is ~he magnetic rigidity. The minimum value of r2 
+ z2 

will 

in general be greater than zero, and the limiting surface which contains 

all trajectories of given magnetic rigidity (Bp) will lie i...'1side the. 

surface with A= (Bp). From symmetry it is obvious that the condition 

• 
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that r"
2 + z2 = 0 at some point on the orbit is a sufficient condition 

that particles starting from the magnet center r
0 

z = 0 will return 
0 

through the magnet center. 

From (7) and (8) the effective force in the rotating plane is in 

the direction of the gradient of A
2 • Thus an orbit for which r" 2 + z2 

goes to.zero must appear in this rotating plane to be orthogonal to the 

lines of constant A in the region near its extremity. If, as is generally 

the case, the gradient of A
2 increases rapidly with radius, the maximum 

''force" in the (rotating) r, z plane occurs near the outer extremity of 

the orbit. Eence the orbit will return through the center of the magnet 

only if the limiting surface of constant A is essentially spherical; in 

the r, z plar,e the orbit will then be essentially a straig_l!t line. This 

result '.<as first pointed out by Richardson
4 

by analogy -with optics; if 

the source and image are to be coincident they must be at .the center of 

curvature of the "mirror" which "reflects" the rays. If the source is 

on the _axis but not in the median plane this theorem does not strictly 

apply, but it is clear that for displacements z
0 

small compared 1-rith 

the orbit size, focussing -will occur and the image will be on the axis 

at a distance z on the side of the median plane opposite to that of the 
0 

source. 

III. ORBIT "STABILITY" AND DISPERSION 

In practice the source of particles will not lie exe.ctly on the axis 

but will extend out to some SJ!lal1 radius r 
1

• i'urthermore the momentUr:u 

vill no-c be l)_ni,}ue but m;;st have some spread, if only Jrom ionization 

loss in leavir;g the sc;;rce. Fo:r both the5e reasons there 1dll be a 

spread in the mo:xi.J:1:::n orbit raJius r
2

• In t.he desigY1 o::" a spectrometer, 

( Clr ) 
. ~ 1 <:hich is 
\.v\BpJ r 

1 . 

the!·efore, '"e need to consider the quanti ties 
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·c or2 \ . 
dispersion, and ~;· 1 

or1 (:sp) 
',proportional to the maximum which defines 

the orbit stability in the sense that it is finite if neighboring orbits 

are bounded. Both quantities are infinite in the spiral orbit spectre-

meter. 

For the class of 2pectrometers under consideration it will be 

sufficient to investigate the stability and dispersion of orbits in the 

median plane, for which, using (5), the change in the angular momentum 

from .radius r
1 

to r
2 

is given by 

rdr (11) 

'.} .. :· 

The (+) sign corresponds to the point of maximum radius being on the 

(same ) side of the magnet axis as the point of minir;,um radius. opposite If 

B
1 

denotes the value of Bz at radi'.ls r
1

, and B
2

, that at radius r
2

, their:• 

fran (11) 

(~) ' 
rlBl + 

tBp) 
r2B2 -

1 (Bp) 
Bp) ( 12) 

and 

cr2 ) 
r2 + rl 

d[i3P) r 2B2 - (Bp) 
rl 

( 13) 

The orbits will therefore be "stable" provided that 

r B 
a = 22>1 - TBPJ -· 

Evaluating the derivatives at r
1 

i.e. 1 the + sign, gives 

0 1 ar,d taking the <rorst case, 

( l4) 
0 

•.: .. 
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-- ~ 
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For a given field shape a can be evaluated from (11) with r = 0. 
1 

(15) 

Equation ( 15) ··lmggests the interesting possibility that if the momentum 

loss in the source is made to depend correctly on the starting position 
I 

within the source, then, for particles of a given momentum, r is 
.. 2 

independent of r 1 • A spectrometer ~ith this feature would necessarily 

give up the azimuthal symmetry which is necessary for the large aperture. 

IV. ACHROMATIC FOCUSSING 

As was shown in Section II the focussing condition for particles of 

rigidity (Bp)_is that the surface for A= (Bp) is approximately spherical. 

Focussing for a range of momenta therefore requires approximately spheri-

cal surfaces of constant vector potential over a range of radii. It can 

be seen that a field with exactly spherical surfaces of constant A every

where does not satisfy J-1axwell 1 s ,equations, which imply from (1) and (2), 

that the function ~ rA satisfy 

(16) 

Putting A = A(R), where R
2 = r 2 + z2 gives 

(17) 

(17) cannot be satisfied generally because the left side is a function 

of R only, but the right side depends on r and R. 

It is useful, however, to study functional forms for fields Hhich 

do satisfy Maxwell's equations and can be varied readily to make the 
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vector potential surfaces approximately spherical in some region. Con-

venient coordinates for this purpose are the dimensionless ellipsoidal 

parameters ~~~ related to r, z by 

r/c =J (~2 ,.... 1) (1- 1; 2 ) 

z/c ~!;, 

where c is a scale factor. 

(18) 

It is shown in Lamb's book7 that Laplace's equation is satisfied by 

functions of the form 

Pn(~) Pn(~), Pn(~) Qn(!;), Qn(~) Pn(!;), Qn(~) Qn(!;) (19) 

where Pn and Qn are the Legendre functions of the first and second kind. 

The magnetic scalar potential¢ satisfies Laplace's equation, is finite 

at the origin and is antisymmetric about the median plane. The four 

functions given above therefore reduce, for a given value of n, to only 

one, namely, Pn(~) Qn(!;) if n is even and Pn(~) Pn(!;) if n is ~dd. 

In the general expression for the magnetic scalar potential the 

leading term is 

¢
0

= Po(~) Qo(!;) = (1/2) £n i ~ f (focussing field) (20) 

Particle trajectories in such a prolate spheroidal magnetic field 

were investigated by Richardson as a basis for a ~-ray spectrometer 

design. In his investigations the distance of the source and image 

points from the median plane were not small compared with the size of 

the orbits, yet the acceptance solid angle was still very large compared 

with that of other ~-ray spect~ometers. The chromatic aberration 

unfortunately is rather large in this case. 

·We have investigated the correction of aberrations by acljusting 

the strengths of successive terms of the scalar potential 
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(defocussing field) (21) 

The vector potential corresponding to each term of the scalar potential 

is given by 

for n = o, 2, •.• 

and 

c ( 2 l) dPn(l)) 
~n = n (n + l) l) ~ dl) 

for n = 1 1 3, . . . 

(l--1;2) dPn(t;) 
d~ 

The field components are given by 

and 

·l 
2 2) c(TJ - ~ [ 

( 1 - r 2) o~ + r / 2 .- l) 0~1 l) -~ di' ~\TJ ·dii 

( 22) 

(23) 

(24) 

We find that if the scalar potential is composed of just two terms 

¢ = a o Po ( TJ ) Qo ( t;) + a2 P 2 ( TJ ) ~ ( t;) (25) 

where a 0 anl a2 are constants, 

with a2 = 0.03 a
0

, then the surfaces of constant vector potential are 

approximately spherical over a region with polar angle within ± 20° of 

the medj.t_m plane. Alternatively a good soluti.on can be found using 
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¢ = ao ¢o + a3 ¢3 

= ao Po (TJ) Qo (~) + a3 p3 (TJ) P3 (t;) (26) 

with a
3 

= 0.009 a
0

• The field lines are shown in Fig. 2. 

Clearly one could reduce the abberations further by including 

three or more values of n in the expression for ¢, but there does not 

seem to be an analytical method for finding the best amplitude for each 

term. Furthermore the achromatic focusing can be improved ultimately 

only at the expense of increased spherical aberration; hence a large 

aperture is available only with some compromise of the spectrometer 

optics. In this context a measure of the achromatic focus is the inter-

section (toroid of confusion) of the various orbits of momenta pc ± 6p 

around a central momentum Pc· 

Orbits in r-z and r-e coordinates are shown in Fig. 3A and 3B, 

showing a compromise solution.(3) Solutions which emphasize small 

.·. 

chromatic or small spherical aberrations are shown in Fig. 4A and 4B, 

respectively. 

The detailed design of the spectrometer was carried out utilizing_ 

the LRL program CTRIM for axially symmetric magnetic fields. The magnet 

pole tip and coil configurations were changed until acceptable fields, 

were calculated. The ratio _of the field finally measured to that calcu-

lated differs from unity by less than . 03 every.-rhere in the magnet volume 

and less than .01 over approximately 90% of the vc:lume. Particle trajec-

tories as measured in the various spark chambers were consistent with thi·s 

level of precision. 
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IV. OTHER EXPERIMENTAL APPLICATIONS IN HIGH ENERGY PHYSICS 

·A. Colliding Beams 

' +- + -) Monochromatic secondaries (from, e.g., e e ~ p p could be detected 
/ 

with scintillation counters at the outer radius of the orbit. Relatively 

accurate momentum determination could be ma~e from particles passing 

through different sets of counters in'the hodoscope as the orbit precesses 

around the, magnet. Heavy and light secondaries could be distinguished 

by flight time between orbits. 

B. Missing Mass Spectrometer 

Missing mass :xperiments such as np ~ ~p could be performed with 

good momentum resolution for the recoil proton and downstream detectors 

for the multiparticle boson final states. Median plane magnetic field 

symmetry would be sacrificed in order to maximize aperture around a 

particular angle. Such a spectrometer design is shown in Fig. 5, for 

inner coil radius = 1 meter, central field = 18 kg, mAz = 1280 MeV; pn 

18 GeV/c, p = 300 MeV/c, e = angle between beam and orbitting proton = 
o np 

50° ± 10°. This arrangement provides a large solid angle in a selective 

angular range ( dn = • 2 5 of 4n) . 

c. ·"Precetron" 

Maglic and Macek
8 

have proposed to use a similar field shape at 400 

+ - + + + kilogauss to study processes such as n + n . ~ n + n-, ~ + ~- ... ~ . + ~-

. with positive and negative part:i.cles in interrotatir;g orbits. The 

"magnetic bottle" would be 10 em diameter with an angular aperture of 20° 

around 'the median plane. 
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FIGURE CAPI'IONS 

. . + + 
Experimental spectrometer used to study K -+ e + y. 

a) 

b) 

View through median plane. O.R. means "Outer radius". 

The spark chambers are optical. 1 is the degrader used 
+ to stop the incident K beam. 2 is a ~ylindrical 

scintillation counter used to detect particles penetrating 

the lead cylinder (4). 3 is-a cylindrical spark chamber. 

A typical·orbit is shown. 

View through plane containing axis of symmetry. s
2

, s
3
, 

and s4 are scintillation coun~ers. A small spark 

chamber in the beam precedes the Cerenkov counter and 

stopper. The fisheyes are the first lenses in the 

Stereo-optical system associated with each set of outer 

radius spark chambers. 

Spectrometer coils and poletips showing a field configQration 

which focusses orbits at the axis. 

Orbits for different momenta and polar angles with field 

shape selected for a good overall focus. 

a) r,z projection of orbits. 

b) Typical orbits in r,e projection. 

a) Orbits with field shape selected for an achromatic focus, 

showing increased spherical aberration. 

b) Orbits with field shape s.elected for small sperical 

aberration, showing increased chromatic aberration. 

Possible magnet configuration for s~udy of np - A
2
p. 
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